THIS ARTICLE outlines the social and intellectual forces which led John Thelwall to remedial elocution and to a therapeutic system based upon a largely idiosyncratic view of English prosody. The first section examines those candidates who might challenge Thelwall's claim to having established a new profession and a new science. In the final three sections, Thelwall emerges as an archetypal figure, harmonizing the many facets of speech correction: medicine, linguistics, drama, education, and, more subtly, psychology.
INTRODUCTION
Speech therapy has prompted few historical studies, in contrast to deaf education, with which it is sometimes confused. In Britain, these professions are distinct, their relationships have sometimes been cool, and their boundaries are still ambiguous.1 *Dnyse Rockey, D.Phil., M.A., L.C.S.T., Linacre College, Oxford. Current address: P.O. Box 1001, Is John Evans, The doctrine of philosophical necessity, considered in reference to its tendency, London, Longman, Hurst, Rees & Orme, 1809, pp. xiii-xiv, 17 . I am grateful to Pietro Corsi for this reference and for information regarding the materialistic orientation of many physicians, noted below. Mr. Corsi is making a special study of this question. 158 stammer",14 he dissociated himself from the sections on stammering whilst simultaneously accusing Smart of plagiarizing other parts. Thelwall pointed out that he had been lecturing publicly since 1802 and had made no secret of his ideas, though he had been unable to conmit them all to paper.15 Smart admitted attendance at one lecture,L6 but denied recalling anything but the "mode of delivery" and claimed his own work was based entirely upon Walker, Sheridan, Herries, Nares, and Rice."7 Whatever the rights of this particular issue, Thelwall's publications on impediments were certainly more authoritative and extensive, which is not surprising, as Smart's interests were chiefly philological. Moreover, he was still a teenager when Thelwall began sketching his elocutionary theory.
Broster is a more enigmatic character, often described as a quack on account of his secrecy. This fact would debar him from a place in the intellectual history of speech pathology, but as a social force he cannot be so readily dismissed, since the Rev. Charles Plumptre, an influential Victorian elocutionist, related that Broster was the instigator of Thelwall's career. Plumptre states that Broster's own elocutionary activities began after he had acquired a "great secret" from a fellow actor, the notable tragedian, George Frederick Cooke. Cooke, penniless and ostracized from society due to his scandalous life, fled to America where, in gratitude for Broster's loyal friendship, he gave him his only remaining asset-the key to his melodious and untiring voice. This turned out to be nothing more than a habit of always breathing through the nose, but when Broster returned to England he was able to charge highly for this information and became a rich man. Shortly before his death, after the 1794 treason trials, Broster imparted this secret to his "friend" John Thelwall, who consequently relinquished his political aspirations and took up elocution, passing the secret on to his son in due course. 16 Had it not been furthered by so respectable a source, this fanciful tale would hardly be worth countering. Apart from it being entirely out of character for Thelwall to condone secrecy and rely upon others for his ideas, there was no possibility of his receiving the secret before Broster's death since this did not occur until 1841,19 seven years after Thelwall's own demise. Furthermore, Broster's Progress of the system for the effectual removal of impediments in speech appeared in 1826, a quarter of a century after Thelwall had envisaged his new science. Nor can anything in the 14John Thelwall, Illustrations of English rhythmus, London, 1812, p. iv. 15 Thelwall, Mthly Mag., 30: 104-107; letter, ibid., 1810, 30: 301-303. B. H. Smart, letter, ibid., 1810, 30: 223-225. 17 B. H. Smart, A grammar of English souns, London, 1812, pp. iv-v. 18 Chester', J. Chester archeol. Soc., 1967, 54: 37-95, pp. 71-73, 95 . It was probably he who, in 1810, partially anticipated the mechanics institutes, see: Thomas Kelly, George Blrkbeck, Liverpool University Press, 1957, p. 68. Denyse Rockey writings of the two men support the story. Broster's publication is little more than a collection of testimonials praising his system whilst carefully shielding it from view; Thelwall's work is closely reasoned, setting out the bounds of the discipline and the pnnciples upon which treatment should be based.
These facts indicate that Thelwall had good reasons for believing that there were aspects of his profession which were novel. While it is not clear what proportion of his energies was devoted to remedial elocution, he appears to have concentrated upon defective utterance,20 and to have devoted more time to writing about and treating it than any of his forebears. His particular originality lay in seeing speech pathology as a specialist study embracing a wide range of impediments, in the boundaries he drew, in his association of elocutionary principles with those of medicine, and in believing the former to be an object of science. Despite extensive reading, he had found no-one who hinted at this possibility: "Where is the individual, who", he asked, "has even suspected that Science had any thing to do with the subject".2'1 Though Thelwall's concept of science does not accord with our modem view, and can only be touched upon in this paper, he does appear to have been the first to seek principles of certitude and to apply these to cases of impediment.
POLIlTCS AND RHEPORIC On 28 July 1811, the diarist, Henry Crabb Robinson, and the future poet laureate, Robert Southey, were discussing their mutual friend John Thelwall. In Southey's view, he was "a very good-hearted man" if, also, a "consummate coxcomb". But, he added parenthetically, "we ought never to forget that he was once as near being hanged as possible. And there is great merit in that."22 Thelwall had been arrested in the second week of May 1794, shortly before Pitt repealed Habeas Corpus, partly on his account. The subsequent five months in solitary confinement in the Tower, a spell in the charnel-house at Newgate, plus the trial, marked a watershed in his life, effectively dividing his political and elocutionary enterprises and ultimately turning the impetuous firebrand into an inquiring scientist. Paradoxically, it was in this role that he was really more revolutionary. Many young heads had been turned by recent upheavals in France, and universal suffrage with annual parliaments was their unanimous cry; but in seeking the "enfranchisement of fettered organs",23 Thelwall was almost alone.
Thelwall was born in Covent Garden during 1764. He was the son of a silk merchant, who died when he was eight, leaving the family in difficult straits. Though able to remain at school for another five years, most of his knowledge came through private reading, particularly poetry, history, and philosophy. This devotion to books irritated his mother and added to existing family frictions. Further, it distracted him to the point '°Thomas Sadler (editor) Thelwall's acquittal at the Old Bailey was marked by the exultation of his supporters. But instead of mending his ways, the only concession he made to the judge's injunction to modify his political activities, was to dress them up as classical history. A cat-and-mouse game with the authorities followed. Informers abounded, and had he not been armed he might have been killed when a press-gang of some ninety men raided his lecture hall in Yarmouth.27 Eventually, this life was too much, even for Thelwall. The government had won the first round and the Jacobin revolt was all but extinguished.
As far as his elocutionary career was concerned, Thelwall's notoriety was a doubleedged sword. It served to publicize his new profession by attracting large audiences, but these were sometimes hostile. In Edinburgh, for instance, where some considered him a traitor, certain individuals "confederated" to disrupt proceedings, one man "sconcealing himself behind a screen" and signalling to the audience, which was in no mood to pay attention to Thelwall's 
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Denyse Rockey he stressed that he had discarded politics and requested that the "portraiture" of his mind be judged "from the natural features it might exhibit" rather "than from the distorted caricatures" of his enemies." People, however, do not forget so quickly. He had many hostilities to overcome, which were still persisting in 1810: "some there are ... who, because, fourteen years ago, I was a zealous (or, if John Thelwall's principal Institute (no. 57), from the Survey of London, vol. 3, plate 73. WE John Thelwall and the origins ofBritish speech therapy Thelwall was amongst the first bringing "eloquence to the masses".38 Hazlitt, to whom is attributed a portrait of Thelwalls ( Fig. 1) , described him as the 'most dashing orator I ever heard ... a ... thunder-and-lightening mixture".'0 Whether presenting his political convictions or his elocutionary theory, Thelwall's intent was to persuade, and he seems to have been a master of the art. Persuasion is the essence of rhetoric and entails ideas and arguments clothed in words, arranged in an order and delivered with a confidence and grace which, suitably combined, produce that eloquence appropriate to the moment. The scientific mood of the seventeenth century was out of tune with the roccoco language it had inherited, and successful efforts were made to replace metaphor and other figurative speech with a simple and more exact vocabulary.," The result was a certain severity and drabness which seems to have spilled over into the spoken word, for by the next century delivery had come under attack on account of it being cold, lifeless, and consequently ineffective. The reaction which set in is known as the new elocutionary movement." It aimed to vivify public speaking and was spearheaded by Thomas Sheridan and John Mason around 1750, though its onrgins were considerably earlier."
The movement was characterized by a scientific orientation and hence a search for linguistic and vocal laws, together with notation systems; the most detailed study of delivery yet known, comprehending both speech and gesture; a spirit of independence and originality; a break with tradition, which fostered a new respect for the English language; and an awareness that the diffusion of knowledge was creating a mass audience which called for the popularization of rhetoric through a style that was at once simple and vivid. As if to symbolize this changed attitude, the term elocution, formerly reserved for expression or the style of language, was redefined to signify the style of delivery, the fifth division of classical rhetoric, known previously as pronunciation or action."
Thelwall was clearly not only part of this movement but one of its driving forces. At the scientific level, his aim was to use words with exactitude and to formulate precise definitions. He also attended to the mechanics of articulation, as is evident from his historical survey of British phonetics," and the exposition of his own views containing a critique of those of Erasmus Darwin,-" whom he had met. Thelwall (London, 1793) was debated for five or six evenings. The second, delivered on 14 December 1793, was entitled 'The origin of mental action explained on a system of materialism' and was discussed for three evenings, after which a motion was moved that as it appeared "to have no application to the practice of medicine or surgery", and was therefore of no interest to the society, the discussion be ended. Tumult ensued but eventually the motion was "Rockey, op. cit., note 7 above, pp. 85-86. Alongside the elocutionary movement and associated with it was a renewed interest in the theatre, for which Garrick takes much credit. Under the influence of Walker and Sheridan, theatrical conventions changed and delivery became more animated.95 Thus, the new elocutionists' activities extended from persuasion to entertainment, whether this be acting or recitation. Thelwall's passion for drama was long-standing. As an apprentice in his youth he used the tailor's boards for declaiming, and plays were continually in his hands and mouth; he painted scenery;"" he thought of the stage as a career, and was devoted to Shakespeare;"7 he wrote and adapted plays, and endeavoured to get them performed;'8 he took drama students and made critical analyses of leading performers;"" he was a friend of Thomas Holcroft, a fellowprisoner in Newgate;1400 he followed the careers of noted actors like Kean and the Siddons;101 and whilst in Paris he attended numerous shows, reporting on the relative merits of French and British stage management and performers through the pages of The Courier. Thus, Thelwall began an association between the dramatic and pathological aspects of speech which was continued, through Alexander and Melville Bell to Kate Behnke and the present century, when it became institutionalized, first through the Remedial Section of the Teachers of Speech and Drama, and later in the training programme at the Central School for Speech and Drama, now in Hampstead.
When embarking upon his elocutionary tours, Thelwall was following in the paths of Walker, Sheridan, and his younger relative, James Sheridan Knowles. But recitations could also be more intimate affairs, and he was able to demonstrate his prosodical theory in action at such private gatherings as those hosted by the sociable Lady Cork. His unusual interpretations were not always appreciated, however, one rendering of Milton being judged so absurd that Lady Byron recalls "every body was inclined to laugh".102
From the start, Thelwall recognized the therapeutic value of drama: articulatory positions were successfully conveyed to the hatter's children "with such mixture of grimace and buffoonery" as was requisite "to impress their rude imaginations".103 Other patients displayed their skill and nerve at public exhibitions, for which tickets were issued.10Y Recitations were individual and choral,'"s and Crabb Robinson Denyse Rockey records being amused at hearing a troupe of stutterers perform Milton's Comus. These occasions could also be used to repay hospitality, and when Abbe Sicard visited London in 1815, he gave a public demonstration of his own deafpupils at Thelwall's Institute.106 Probably also a visitor at these times was Charles Lamb, who favoured Thelwall's therapeutic efforts, but appears to have made no application of them to his own impediment.107 The audience might number sixty or seventy people, and would provide Thelwall with a platform for publicizing his system. In addition, he continued his lecture series on elocution and oratorical criticism, maldng frequent announcements in the Monthly Magazine, but taking care to stress that the popular topics discussed were only those that did "not necessarily involve any disquisition or considerations of party politics".108
Thelwall was a born educator. A man of reason and passion, he could present ideas with a clarity that would generate interest and an enthusiasm that would inspire confidence. In his youth, he had been attracted by Rousseau's doctrines: he believed that the mind should be given free rein and that sensory stimulation was vital. Coleridge had taken issue with him over the former point, drawing a comparison between his "botanical" garden at Stowey (which, being untended was, in reality, a collection of weeds) and Thelwall's own mind. Queries, 1952, 197: 38-39. Llu Survey of London, London, London County Council, 1949, vol. 29, p. 148 Thelwall obviously needed to maintain an air of respectability, and, not wishing to convert his dwelling "into a hospital for idiots and lunatics" or other "disgusting objects", he declined to accept severely impaired patients as house-pupils.127 Mrs. Thelwall helped out with the children and young ladies, and in due course his eldest son, Algernon, lent a hand. Thelwall's aim was not merely to improve speech but to foster the highest attainments of learning and refinement, and so instruction was offered in French, Italian, and Latin together with elocution, composition, polite literature, classics, mathematics, and English rhythmus. There was also a history society which met weekly from October to May and was not restricted to pupils, who could therefore enter a wider forum of debate, having prepared themselves with the assistance of Thelwall's three-to four-thousand-volume library.118 The polished life, however, called for more than intellectual endowments, so activities were extended to musical appreciation, dancing, and the like. In fact, the curriculum was designed to embrace "every species of erudition and exercise, that can contribute to mental expansion, the dignity and elegance of deportment, and the appropriate graces".129
It is ironical that the atheistic Thelwall should have had two sons and many patients who chose to follow a clerical career. The latter involved him with religious writings, and for their benefit he marked passages from the Bible and Church of England Service according to his newly devised notation system. This was a simplification and improvement on Steele's method and was designed to enable cadential reading at sight. 10 The main repository of knowledge about this system must have been his son, the Rev. Algernon Sydney Thelwall, who was appointed the first lecturer in public speaking at King's College, opened as a Christian establishment to counteract the rather free-thinking London University. Thus, Thelwall's system passed into the hands of clergymen, few of whom were interested principally either in science or in speech correction.
It is also ironical that the elocutionary fashion he helped create should turn from being one of the highest mental and artistic pursuits to merely a diverting pastime. Thelwall himselfgave lectures, undoubtedly ofquality, at the newly founded Mechanics Institutes and Literary and Philosophical Societies,131 and he would surely have welcomed an extension of these courses into a university programme. But the trend was in an opposite direction, for though they continued throughout the century, their function appears to have been increasingly limited to amusement, and the widespread equation of elocution with "idle, bombastic declamation and mannerism" brought it "into disrepute among the grave and learned, and caused the science to Denyse Rockey be too generally eschewed as altogether unworthy of intellectual study".132 Though a democrat, Thelwall would hardly have condoned such a weakening of its intellectual content, yet he, and the initiators of the elocutionary movement, were partially responsible for its decline, for in striking out from traditional rhetoric they were cutting loose from their academic heritage and setting elocution on the path towards preoccupation with exterior forms and social graces. Those with a serious interest in the subject tried to turn the tide by calling for university chairs to be established: Melville Bell,18" Charles Plumptre,lM and Browne and Behnke.11m Their pleas, however, fell on deaf ears and speech correction moved increasingly towards the practical. This trend was hastened by the early death of James Hunt, in 1869, and the departure to America the following year of Melville and Alexander Graham Bell. Britain had then lost the only men capable of building the discipline into one with the independent stature and breadth of knowledge that Thelwall embodied.
Space does not permit an account of reactions to Thelwall, whose ideas, never understood and never popular, were soon forgotten as new theories took root.186 Part of this neglect was his own fault, for while he could found and edit journals, he strangely procrastinated when it came to the elucidation of his system. In 1807, he had stated that many of his theoretical principles could be intelligible to no-one but himself, and we must agree, when he says that "what is new or difficult in the theory, may rather tend to perplex than to inform the student of English prosody".187 Granted, busy practitioners are poorly placed to commit their ideas to paper, hence: "those who have the best opportunities of making and ascertaining the validity of useful discoveries, will, pretty generally, be necessitated to suffer their science to perish with them: or, at best, to survive them only in the imperfect remembrance of those to whom it may have been imparted, thro the accident of familiar association."'88 By 1832, he was trying to rectify the situation, but by then he was in no position to finance his own work. On learning of Thelwall's purchasing The Chanpion, Crabb Robinson feared that "an old age of poverty will be his portion".139 Thelwall was not destitute and hoped always to eat "the hard-earned bread of independence", but the paper's collapse nearly bankrupted him.140 So the man who, but for his "moral feelings" might have died "loaded with wealth and honour",141 was in the position of having to raise money for his project by public subscription. But despite the opportune moment ofhis appeal, the response was poor. On 20 March, a disappointed John 7helwall and the origins ofBritish speech therapy Thelwall was writing to Place: "I conclude ... that neither my sufferings & sacrifices in the Political Cause, nor my efforts to advance the Cause of Educational Science can induce the patriots of the day to put their hands in their pockets, in remembrance of one of those but for whose former exertions & dangers & continued sacrifices, it is perhaps scarcely presuming arrogance to say-that the cause, in whose honours they are now pluming themsleves, would not at this time have been in its present state of advance."1'42 What particularly saddened him was the continuing neglect of Sir Francis Burdett, millionaire, philanthropist, and long-time political associate. Thelwall considered he had been "proscribed" and the situation was the more galling since he had recently recommended that Burdett be asked to take the chair at an important forthcoming event.143
Thelwall had sent circulars to all members of the government, amongst others, and by their response he was unfortunately able to assess "the extent to which liberal feeling accords with the prominent professions of liberalism". Without backing, he accepted that a seal would be put upon expectations that his "system of prosodical Harmonics should ever see the light of day". It did not. Thus Thelwali's two great literary ambitions-his didactic treatise and epic poem-were never realized. But this is not the only touchstone by which his contribution may be judged. He succeeded in helping to plant the tree of liberty amongst the silent masses of his countrymen and he can be credited, also, with igniting a flicker of hope amongst the inarticulate of another order.
